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Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Ms. B. Sosa
Project Manager, ACR

Reference:
1. E-mail J. Kim to V. Langman, "ACR-700 RAI #5 PRA Analysis Basis", January 20,

2004.

Re: Response to NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAls) #4 on PRA
Analysis Basis

In response to NRC's request (Reference 1) and in support of the NRC's pre-application review
of the ACR (i.e., specifically focus topic # 11 - ACR PRA Methodology), attachment 1 provides
AECL's responses to NRC staff requests for additional information on PRA Analysis Basis.

If you have any questions on this letter and/or the enclosed material please contact the
undersigned at (905) 823-9060 extension 6543.

Yours sincerely,

fr Vince J. Langman
ACR Licensing Manager

/Attachment:
1. Response to NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) #4 on PRA Analysis

Basis
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Attachment I
(Letter V. Langman to B. Sosa, "Response to NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)
#4 on PRA Analysis Basis", April 15, 2004)

Response to NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAls) #4 on PRA Analysis Basis

AECL's responses to NRC's requests for additional information on PRA Analysis Basis are
provided in italic fonts following each of the NRC's questions as follows:

The following questions and comments were generated from an initial review of "Analysis
Basis: Probabilistic Safety Assessment Methodology," AECL Report 108-03660-AB-001,
Revision 1, July 2003. The following additional information is required to complete the review.

37. Section 1.1, Page 1-2: This section states that the PSA will satisfy ASME Capability
Category 1. Based on Table 1.3-1 in ASME RA-S-2002 (which provides the bases for
PSA capability categories), Section 2.2.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.174, Section II1.2.2A4 in
Chapter 19 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP), and Section 1.3 of Regulatory Guide
1.200, the NRC staff believes that most elements of the ACR-700 PSA should meet or
exceed Capability Category II. The ACR-700 PSA should identify the relative
importance of dominant contributors at the component level, using design-specific data
and models to the extent practicable. Any departures from realism should have a small
impact on the conclusions and risk insights. The NRC staff notes that ASME RA-S-2002
does not provide a means to determine the overall capability of a PSA; rather, different
capability categories are used for various PSA elements. Please provide a self-assessment
of the ACR-700 PSA that indicates the expected ASME capability category for each
supporting requirement, and provide justification for acceptance of PSA elements that not
meet ASME Capability Category II.

AECL Response:
As stated in the response to RAI #34 (sent with cover letter dated Febnrary 12, 2004), AECL is
preparing the self assessment table and willprovide it to the NRC by June 01, 2004.
For each item in the ASME standard, the category level achieved by the A CR PSA will be
identified. An explanation wvill be given for the basis of assigning the Category Levelfor each
supporting requirement.
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38. Section 1.3, Page 1-7: The methodology document states that a Level 1 and Level 2
PSA addressing internal events, internal floods, internal fires, and shutdown states will
be performed. However, no technical details have been provided about how specific
plant operating states (POS) and off-normal, but periodic changes in plant
configurations will be reflected in the PSA. Please explain how POSs and off-normal,
but periodic changes in plant configuration will be defined, including those related to
shutdown operations and on-power refueling. Describe how the PSA logic model will
reflect each unique POS and off-normal, but periodic change in plant configuration.

AECL Response:
PSA logic mnodelfor different POSs for the selection of initiating events in the PSA is described
in report 108-03660-ASD-001 Rev. 1.

The scope of the PSA will have the following plant operating states:
1. Nominalfi/?power
2. Shutdown state

a. Reactor coolant system' (RCS) cold, depressuirized, andfull (including, channiel
freeze plugging)

b. RCS cold, depressurized and drained to the headers
c. RCS warmnup and cooldown

Separate event trees will be preparedfor states 1, 2a and 2b. The RCS warmnup and cooldoWvn
states will be described outliningfor such short time period, approximately an hour, that
initiating events are screened out based on frequency (< E-07/yr), or that the event is bounded
byfidl power operation, or by 2a.
Potential on-power refueling accidents are considered under state 1.

For each Plant Operating State, plant conflguration will be identified. A reactor shutdown fault
tree will be developed which can toggle various trains and equipment that may be outfor
maintenance during shutdown. For each set of analyses, theflags will be recorded and
documented.

I In CANDU terminolo',, Heat Transport System (HTS) is used for the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).
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39. Section 1.3, Page 1-8: Describe the process used to feedback PSA insights to the
designers. Is this feedback ongoing, time delayed, or a future activity? In addition,
describe how design changes are incorporated into the PSA to ensure that it reflects the
actual to-date design. What freeze date is associated with the PSA to be provided as part
of the standard design certification application (e.g., three months before the application
date)?

AECL Response:
Feedback is ongoing as the PSA team is part of the design organization. This process is iterative
between the PSA team and designers.

PSA analysts contact designers to get the latest design informiation (see also response to
RAI #36, subinitted with cover letter dated Febntary 12, 2004). The PSA analyst vill document
the design and assumptions in thefault tree analysis of the system. The design freeze date is
several weeks prior to the time of accident sequence quantification (ASQ).

40. Section 2.1, Page 2-1 and Section 11.1, Page 11-1: The stated objectives of the PSA
imply that the main purpose for developing the PSA is to demonstrate compliance with
various numerical risk acceptance guidelines. The NRC staff notes that compliance with
numerical risk acceptance guidelines does not mean that the design is acceptable, and
that noncompliance does not mean that the design is unacceptable. Therefore, while
numerical risk acceptance guidelines are useful tools, the NRC staff believes that the
main purpose of performing the PSA is to obtain insights on severe accident
vulnerabilities. For example, the PSA should provide information to designers, plant
owners and operators, regulators, and the public about the types of risk-significant
accidents and their causes (e.g., human error, common-cause failure, etc.). It is
suggested that this section be revised to reflect these uses of the PSA.

AECL Response:
The section wvill be revised to include other benefits/objectives of PSA. AECL intends to provide
risk informed information. Risk insights will be described, such as importance measures, what
dominates the risk, vulnerabilities due to human error, and common cause failures, etc.
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41. Section 2.1, Page 2-1: AECL's risk acceptance guidelines do not match those contained
in SECY-90-16 (see ADAMS Accession Numbers ML003707849 and ML003707885).
AECL has proposed a severe core-damage frequency (SCDF) target of< IE-5/year,
which is an order of magnitude less than the NRC's target for the total core-damage
frequency (CDF) of < I E-4/year. However, AECL has not proposed a target for the
limited core-damage frequency (LCDF), although the PSA appears to be capable of
estimating the LCDF. In addition, the NRC target for the conditional containment failure
probability (CCFP < 0.1) is not discussed in the AECL PSA methodology document.

AECL Response:
AECL has adopted Advanced Lighlt W0'aterReactor (ALTER) targetsforSCDFand LRF. The
conditional containimentfailuire probability (CCFP) is derived as CCFP=LERF/SCDF, and wvill
be quantifiedfor A CR-700.
Dose limits, rather than f-equency targets, are set for limited core damage accidents (LCDA) to
ensure that their consequences do not pose an undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Conditional containmnentfailuire probabilityfollowing SCD is a maximum of 0.I and is
established as a cumnulativefrequency of 10(-6) per yearfor large release (see ACR Safety Basis
108-03600-AB-003 Rev. 0 and PSA Methodology 108-03660-AB-001 Rev. 1)

42. Section 4.2.4, Page 4-2 and Section 4.3.2.1, Page 4-5: Please explain how success
criteria are developed from the definitions of limited core damage (LCD) and severe
core damage (SCD). Describe the extent of the thermal-hydraulic calculations used to
determine success criteria. For example, will all success criteria be based on
calculations? If not, what decision process is used to determine that certain calculations
are not necessary? Since the NRC has limited experience with CANDU plants, success
criteria should have objective bases rather than relying upon engineering judgement that
cannot readily be confirmed by the NRC staff.

AECL Response:
Success criteria are based on engineering calculation for successful operation. Calculations
will not be performedfor all success criteria. The decision on wlich case needs success criteria
calculation vill depend on statements that the consequences are bounded with respect to another
success criteria calculation. Safety analysis defines tile success criteria for mitigating systems
for accidents. For events that are not documented, PSA support analyses will be performed to
conf irm the PSA assumptions.
The PSA support analysis confirmation process was applied to previous CANDU 6 PSAs. PSA
revision is performed where the analyses do not confirm the assumnptions.
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43. Section 4.2.5, Pages 4-2 to 4-3 and Section 4.4.1, Page 4-9: The methodology
document lists three methods for estimating IE frequencies, all of which are statistical in
nature. Will fault trees be used to estimate some IE frequencies (e.g., for support
systems failures that would initiate a transient)? If so, which ones?

AECL Response:
AECL plans to use CANDUplant operating experience, to derive initiating eventfrequencyfor
the majority of events. In a limited amount of cases IEfault trees mnay be prepared because of
differences between the ACR and current CANDU operating plants. The differences are due to
improvements in the A CR design. At this time AECL has not identified which lEfrequency' will
be derived by fault tree.

44. Section 4.2.5.4, Page 4-3 and Appendix A, Section A.l: The chi-squared approximation
using 2n+1 degrees of freedom is an estimator for the median of the failure rate
uncertainty distribution. The PSA should be quantified using the means of the
uncertainty distribution.

AECL Response:
Mean values will be used in the ACR PSA.

45. Section 4.3.2.4, Page 4-6 and Section 9.3, Page 9-2:: How does the PSA methodology
account for the dynamic effects of high-energy line breaks (pipe whip, jet blast
impingement, steam flooding)?

AECL Response:
The A CR is designedfor pipe whip effects, leak before break and jet impingement effects, from
high energy'piping. The safety' design guide on environmental qualification (108-03650-SDG-
003) caters for environmental effects due to steamnflooding.
The screening analysis, assuming that all equipment in the area and in theflooding propagated
area is not available, would cover the impacts of high energy line breaks (HELB). For the area
not screened out, the detailed analysis will identify HELB source and develop detailedflooding
scenarios. T7heflooding scenario wvould include the effects ofjet impingement and steam
flooding. The effects would consider the directionalfactor and the distance from the jet
impingenment and the potential impacts of hot temperature, hunmdity and condensation from the
steam flooding.
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46. Section 4.3.4, Page 4-7: The methodology document states that sequence
development is terminated on low frequency. Since sequence development occurs
before PSA quantification, how can this approach be practically applied? The NRC staff
notes that this approach may work for a baseline risk estimation, but produces a PSA
that is inadequate to support future changes to the licensing basis (where some
previously terminated sequences may need further development) or real-time risk
monitoring. It seems better to completely model all sequences, then let the computer
software truncate low frequency sequences.

AECL Response:
Based on previous CANDU PSAs, sequen cefrequenciesfor event trees is kInown. Based on
preliminaty A CR reliability targets, analysts can assess whether "not developedfiurther" (7NDF)
sequence can be applied to thleACR ETs. Whlen ASQ is peformed AECL will quantifv allplant
danmage state (PDS) sequences including those identified as "not developedfiurther" (NDF)
sequences.
After ASQ, if individual sequences occur >1.0 E-9 /yr and are terminated prematurely in the
event trees (ET), then the ET logic will be extended and the accident sequence re-evalutated.
For design stage PSA this approach is considered adequate.

47. Section 4.3.4, Page 4-7: This section proposes to use a truncation limit of IE-lO/year
for accident sequences. However, external events will be screened at I E-07/year.
Please reconcile this difference. Also, will the truncation limit be varied to demonstrate
convergence of the accident sequence frequencies?

AECL Response:
The screening criteria of external events analyses is not compatible with the truncation limits.
The screening will be done on an area basis and only be done after SCDF qutantification for the
worst case scenarios dute to the external events for each area/zone. NUREG-1407 reconinmends
using 1. OE-0 6/yr as the screening criteria for the external events. AECL will use a lowver
screening criteria of JE-07/yrfor the A CR-700 external events PSA.

AECL wiill show the convergence of the frequencies for internlal events. The ASQ vill be
performed using truncation limits of JE-08first and theti lowering the limit to IE-09 and I.OE-
10. Ifit shows the convergence, then the ASQ will stop at the J.OE-10 truncation limits. If it
does not show the convergence, the ASQ will be continued uintil the convergence is shown.
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48. Section 4.3.4, Page 4-7: This section implies that sequences resulting in limited core
damage(LCD) will not be addressed in the Level 2 PSA. However, AECL Report 108-
126810-LS-001, Chapter 3, Page 3-1 states that LCD accidents will, in fact, be
addressed in the Level 2 PSA. The NRC staff believes that the Level 2 PSA should
address all core-damage sequences (both SCD and LCD). Please reconcile this
difference.

AECL Response:
Level 2 PSA will cover severe core damage (SCD) sequences (w'ith and without containment
finctional), as nwell as limited core damage (LCD) sequences (wtith impaired containment
function). The LCD event wtith containmentfimnctions maintained will be covered in a subsection
of Chapter 19 of the design control document.

49. Section 4.4.5, Page 4-11: The use of a basic event naming scheme alone will not
completely defend against mislabeling errors. The entire set of fault trees must be
reviewed, paying particular attention to the system boundaries to ensure that the same
basic events in different system models have the same labels.

AECL Response:
Fault trees will be reviewed to identtify mislabeling errors, and system boundaries to confirm the
scope of the analyses. The review will identify any system boundamy overlap by dijferent
analysts.

50. Section 4.4.6.3, Page 4-12: Does this section contain a typographical error ("2 months"
is used in the second paragraph whereas "4 months" is used in the third paragraph)?

AECL Response:
AECL wt'ill correct the tjypographical error to 2 months.

51. Section 4.4.8, Page 4-14: The systems analysis documentation should contain or
reference the basis behind system success criteria.

AECL Response:
The success criteria ii'ill be based on design documentation and the Design Control Document,
or PSA support analysis.
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52. Section 4.5, Page 4-14: This section appears to contain an editorial error since it is
entitled "Labelling [sic] of Fault Tree Events," but partially discusses the dependent
failure analysis.

AECL Response:
The subsection title will be corrected to dependent failure analysis.

53. Section 4.7.2.1.1, Page 4-15: Data will be based "as much as possible" on operating
experience at Pickering NGS A and Bruce NPS A. Why only these plants? Why not use
data from all CANDU plants?

AECL Response:
Presently component data for the PSA is based onf generic operating experience CANDU data
from Pickering A &B (8 uinits), and Bruce A & B (8 lnits) and Point Lepreau (I unit) power
plants.

54. Section 4.7.2.1.2, Page 4-16: This section states that generic data will be obtained from
IEEE Standard 500-1984 and NPRDS 1983 Annual Report. Since these data sources
are more than 20 years old, how do they apply to an advanced reactor such as ACR-700?

AECL Response:
The Darlington "A " Risk Assessment (DARA) component reliability database has some input
from NPRDS and IEEE. ACR-700 is an evolutioniary design. Some components of the A CR-700
have not chtanged radically in design /operation fromn operating CANDUplants. It is felt that the
DARA databasecan still applyfor-ACR-700fora design stagePSA. It is expected that the utility
will later collect the operating experience data of the A CR and update the PSA with site specific
reliability data.

55. Section 4.7.3, Page 4-16: Describe how the "total component operating time" will be
obtained. This information should depend on the specific failure mode ("failure to start,"
"failure to run," etc.).

AECL Response:
AECL agrees that to obtain the best estimate of a failure rate, the total operating time should
depend on the failure mode. For example, for a standby, generator; the "total operating time "for
calculating the running failutre rate should be its running hours, which is usually a vert) small
fraction of its in-service hours; the "total operating time"for calculating the (time-based) start
failure rate could be its in-service hours.
The component reliability data usedfor the A CR PSA does this to the extent practical.
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56. Section 4.7.3, Page 4-17: Howv will uncertainty in MTTR be estimated and propagated in
the logic model?

AECL Response:
AECL wt'ill apply error factors to the MTTR. This will be an input into the basic evelt fault tree
modeling.

57. Section 4.8.2.1, Page 4-20: Describe how logic flags (house events) will be defined,
incorporated in the logic model, set during accident sequence quantification, and
documented.

AECL Response:
Plant response information identifies wt'hic/i part offaidt tree models is relevant. An erample of
a flag is shutdown systeni trip parameters. Based on the plant response, the appropriate trip
parameter is credited in the event tree, whereas the inappropriate trip paraineters are not
credited. Flags are placed strategically in the fault trees so that relevant parts of the system are
modeled.
AECL will discuss the use of logicflags as part of the chapter on accident sequence
quantification (ASQ). Theflag settings (ii'hether trte orfalse) for each event tree is recorded
during the ASQ process and then documented in this chapter;

58. Section 4.8.2.1, Page 4-20: Describe how top logic (fault tree logic used to combine
systems for a particular event tree heading) is reviewed and documented.

AECL Response:
In most cases, there is a one to one correspondence bet weemi the ET heading and tie fault tree
top event such as ECI ('emergency coolant ihmection) and SGCC (steam generator crashcool).
For a specific event tree heading, there could be a needfor "bridging fault tree logic" betwteen
the event tree heading, and the system reliability models. The "bridging fault tree logic " will be
revwiewed by the PSA team leader. Thlese models wtill be prepare(l and docwznlenzted in the
accident sequence quantification chapter.

59. Section 4.8.2.6, Page 4-22: Will fault tree modularization be performed by each system
analyst, or done during the PSA quantification effort?

AECL Response:
AModularization will be done during the system analysis stage by each system analyst.
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60. Section 4.8.2.8, Page 4-22: Please describe how the intended recovery analysis
scheme (applying recoveries only to sequences with frequency > I E-9/year) avoids
skewing the risk profile.

AECL Response:
The recovet), analysis will be performed in thefollowing manner:

1. For each individual plant damage state sequence, the cutsets will be reviewed to gain
engineering anid operation insights on what action the plant staff can perform.

2. The cutsets will be reviewed to identifi' running failures of components. Component
running failures allow tilefor operator action.

3. Depending onl the accident sequence, what component has failed, the available operator
action time to prevent an undesirable event (e.g., emipty steam generator), and equipment
accessability, the recovel,3 action can be creditedfor that cutset listing contributor to
plant damage.

4. The rules for recovemy are documnented and automatically imiplemented on the cutset
listing via the softi'are.

For a design stage PSA, the event tree end states that are estimated to occur <1.0 E-09/y1m;
recov ei-j analy>ses wtill not be applied. Thle subsequenzt PSA for COL stage wtill extend the ET
logic with no frequency truncation, and recovery analyses wtill be performned on all core damage
sequences.

61. Section 4.8.2.8, Page 4-22: Could multiple recoveries be applied to the same cut set? If
so, how are potential dependencies among the recoveries addressed? If not, what
scheme will be used to prioritize the application of recoveries?

AECL Response:
Potentiallyj inultiple recoveryi actions could be applied to a specific cltset listing. Houw'eve,; this
depends on the nuinber of staff conmplement in the main control rool (McCR) and thefield.
Based on past experience AECL has not applied multiple recovery actions. Normnally, there is
one recoi'ery action in each cuttset w hmere certain conlitions apply, However mutltiple recovei)'
actions could be applied. If multiple recovery actions are credited, AECL will develop a process
to consider the recovery action dependency.

62. Section 4.9.1, Page 4-23: Please clarify the first paragraph of this section. Are all cut
sets in a given sequence assigned to the same PDS?

AECL Response:
Section 4.9.1 will be revised to clarif' thatfor a given sequence all the cutsets are assigned to
the same PDS.
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63. Section 4.9.2.7, Page 4-27: AECL should already have adequate information ("The
Technology of On-Power Refueling," 108-35000-LS-001, Rev. 0, September 2003,
which has 238 pages of information) to analyze PDS IO (fueling machine failures). The
NRC staff expects that the PSA will contain adequate modeling to support the
quantification of PDSI0.

AECL Response:
As per the systemzatic plant review report (108-03660-ASD-001 Rev. I) filel machine (F/M)
failure events for both cases offiueling machine "on 'reactor, andfiueling machine " off" reactor
are consitdered. PDS I0 applies to FiMfailure events when the machine is "off' reactor.

64. Section 5.1, Page 5-2: The most recent NRC guidance on common-cause failure (CCF)
methods is contained in NUREG/CR-5485, and the most recent CCF data is
NUREG/CR-5497. The cited references should be updated.

AECL Response:
The references wt'ill be uprlated.

65. Section 5.5.1, Page 5-8: The Unified Partial Method (UPM) is a methodology for
determining CCF beta factors. It is not capable of modeling partial CCF groups (e.g.,
two-out-of-three components in a CCF group fail). Ignoring partial CCF groups is not
acceptable. Please describe how partial CCF groups will be addressed.

AECL Response:
AECL recognizes the limitation in applying the UPMfor CCF analysis. AECL believes the UPM
approachlfor modeling CCF is coniservwativse. Tie CCF m)lodelilg approach is the follolrwinlg:

1. AECL wtill applys a CCF alue of 0. Ifor screeninlg purposes;
2. If the reliability targets are not met, AECL will applys the UPAlfor CCF,
3. If the UPM results are not acceptable, an alternate inethoed, such as "alpha " will be

used.

66. Section 5.5.3.2, Pages 5-11 and 5-12: How is uncertainty in CCF event probabilities
estimated?

AECL Response:
Coomponienitfailure rates have error factors of 3. AECL proposes to assign tihe same error factor
for CCF as the component failure rates.
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67. Section 5.5.3.1, Page 5-1 1: Will AECL employ the screening approach to CCF
modeling? If so, NUREG/CR-5485, Table 3-1 contains the latest recommendations for
beta factors to be used in the screening analysis.

AECL Response:
AECL plan to uise the CCF screening approach, by assigning a 0.] factor,

68. Section 5.5.3.2, Table 5-1, Page 5-12: Since human factors are presumed to be
addressed in the HRA, they have been removed from the CCF analysis. Has the
denominator used to develop the beta factor (the value of 50000) been
adjusted/renormnalized to remove the human factor contributions? (Otherwise, the beta
factor estimates would consistently be too low.)

AECL Response:
AECL will review this topic and will respond to the NRC bya April 30, 2004.

69. Section 5.5.4, Table 5-2, Page 5-13: Please justify that the list of component types for
CCF analysis is adequate. In particular, justify omitting circuit breakers, heat
exchangers, strainers, check valves, and relief valves (PORVs, etc.). NUREG/CR-5485
provides CCF data for these components.

AECL Response:
These items above * ere not onmittel, as Table 5-2 is a list of tjpical comiponents, not an all
inclusive one. For ECCS sunmp strainer plugging, a sensitivily analyses Hill be performed.
Relief valves such as liquid relief valves for reactor coolant systemi overpressure protection
(OPP), and uiain steam safety valves for mnain steam line OPP, CCF t' ill be included.

70. Section 5.5.5.6, Page 5-17: How will AECL ensure consistency if the subfactor
categories in UPM are reassigned? The work is likely to be done by different analysts.

AECL Response:
To late AECL is using specific categories in the UPM mnanual. No subfactors are being
considered. If in thefiuture subfactors are to be used, AECL will docuonent guidelines for
consistent application. The subfactors would be reviewed bya the PSA supervisorfor consistency
betwveen separate analysts.
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71. General: The NRC staff presumes that the ACR-700 design wvill utilize state-of-the-art
digital control and instrumentation systems. How wvill software reliability and CCF
potential in digital systems be addressed in the PSA?

AECL Response:
Softivare reliability is not addressed in the PSA. Softwvare reliability is addressed in the software
QA progran, in ternms of design, implementation and ex-haustive testing.
For the time being, modeling of the digital control will be treated as a "black box ". AECL will
revie it what CCFfactor should be assignedfor digital control equipment (PDC, CPU, PLC) and
will respond by April 30, 2004.

72. Section 6.3, Page 6-4: What style of emergency operating instructions (EGls) will be
developed for the ACR-700: symptom-based EOls or event-based EOls?

AECL Response:
There will be both types ofprocedutres; symptoin and event based. A CR- 700 will have symptom
based emergency operating procedures (EOPs)for generic actions on powt'er reduction, heat
sinks and containment integrity. Event based EOPs will be preparedfor events where the
entrance condilions are clear. The shift supernisor is responsiblefor implementation of the
generic EOP and the reactor operator is responsiblefor implementation of the event based
procedure. The humnan reliability assessment (HRA) description will recognize the use of these
EOPs.

73. Section 6.5.5, Page 6-18: For the post-initiator execution errors, what does "maximum
time available" mean? Is this the maximum available execution time, or the maximum
available time from the compelling signal (including diagnosis time and execution time)?

AECL Response:
The maximum available time is the tilefrom the compelling signal to some undesirable event.
For loss of main and auxiliao'feed water event, and no attomatic makeup to the steam
generators, the conmpelling signal is lowv steam generator level. The steam generator level will
drop via the secondam) side invenltomy boiling, and the steam being discharged to atmosphere via
the main steam safetyj valves. The maximunum timne availablefor operator action is betwveen the
compelling signal and the steam generator becoming empty.
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74. Section 6.5.6, Page 6-19: This section states that completely dependent post-accident
human actions wvill not generally be modeled in the event trees. While this approach
may produce acceptable numerical results, it is essential to provide adequate
explanation and documentation. It may be better to include completely dependent post
accident human actions in the PSA logic model.

AECL Response:
AECL will explain why, a specific subsequent operator action is not credited after a previous
human error ill the event trees due to dependencies. Subsequent operator actions maya be
credited as part of recoved)' analyses at the cutset level. AECL will address additional hunian
actions, and their probabilities during recovedy analysis.

75. Section 6.8, Page 6-21: How is the recovery of offsite power addressed in the PSA?

AECL Response:
AECL has used in the past probability of the recovety of offsite powver based oil NUREG-4550
Vol 3 Part I Rev 1, and added the recovery of offsite powver to the relevant cutsets. AECL will
look at more zip to (late inforination. As agreed at the Februai3 5 and 6, 2004 meeting, the A'RC
will advise AECL if there is inmore recent data on recovem of offsite powver probabilities.

76. Section 6.8.9, Page 6-23: This section states that recoveries will be modeled using the
post-accident diagnosis and execution models. Justify using this approach. The NRC
staff expects that some recoveries will have higher failure probabilities that estimated
using the post-accident HRA models (e.g., recoveries that rely upon knowledge-based
behavior).

AECL Response:
For recovery actions, that have no EOP, the hiuman error will be based on cognitive thinking.
The humian error probability for recovery action is based on diagnostic and execution errors.
The recovery action needs to have a diagnostic input. Diagnostic model in Table 6-3 will be
revised recognizing that no EOP exists for the recovemy action.
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77. Section 7.1, Page 7-1: SECY-93-087 (see ADAMS Accession Nos. ML003708021 and
ML003708056) specifies that bounding analyses be provided for site-specific external
events likely to be a challenge to the plant (e.g., river flooding, stonn surge, tsunami,
volcanism, high winds, and hurricanes). However, the ACR-700 PSA methodology
focuses only on seismic events, internal fires, and internal floods. What are AECL's
plans for addressing the other types of external events?

AECL Response:
The other types of external events will be analyzed during the site specific PSA phase.
A CR wtill peiform71 progressive screeninlg anialysis for other exrternial events asfolloit's. The
analysis step is consisted offolloiv'ing:

1. Identify all potential external events to be consilered.
2. Group events wvith sinu ilar plant effects anld consequences.
3. Establish screening criteria to leterminie wt'hich events are risk insignificant and cati

therefore be excludedfromz detailed quantitative evaluation.
4. Evaluate the events against the screening criteria to determinie if the event was risk-

sign ificant.
5. Petform bounzding analysis for the erternal events, wt'hich are not screened out front

above process, to show that the external events are non-risk signzificant.
6. Determine external events requiring detailedl analyses.
7. Peiforin detailed analyses.

The screening criteria presented below will be ulsed:
o Criterion 1: The event is of equal or lesser dlainage potential than the events for which

the plant has been lesigned.
O Criterion 2: The event has a significantlv lower nieanfrequency of occurrence than

another event, taking into account the uncertainties in the estimiates of both frequencies,
anld the event coutld nlot result in worse consequzences than the conlsequencesfroln the
other event.

O Criterion 3: Tle event canniiot occur close enough to the plalt to affect it.
O Criterion 4: The event is incluladed iin the definition of another event implicitly or

explicitly.
O Criterion 5: The event is slow in developing and it can be demonstrated that there is

sutfficient time to elimninate the source of the threat or to provile anl adequate response.
O Criterion 6: The current design-basis-hazard event cannot cause a severe core-damage

accident.
O Criterion 7: The current design basis hazard event has a leanlf-equency less than? 1 0-5

per year, and the mneai valuie of the conditional severe core damiage probability (CCDP)
is assessed to be less than 10-1.

O Criterion 8: The severe core-damagefrequenQc (CDF), calculated using a bounding
analysis, has a inean f-equency less than 10-6 per year.
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78. Section 7.5.1, Page 7-9: Howxv ill the high confidence of low probability of failure
(HCLPF) values be determined for ACR-specific structures and components (e.g., the
calandria)? Since these components are unique to the ACR design, the use of generic
fragilities, expert opinion, or screening values needs justification.

AECL Response:
It is expected that the information about the seismic lesign for those SSCs is not available during
the design certification stage. Therefore in principle, 0.5g HCLPF capacity is assuntedfor the
SSCs. The seismnic fragility calculations for those SSCs it'ill be listed as one of COL action items.
To provide some input to the designers, limited assessment using the demand data of A CR (0.3g
with enveloped Design Ground Response Spectra,) and the capacity data of existing CANDU-6
(0.2g. rock site) will be pemformed. Any findings anld vulnerabilities will be transfer r ed to the
designers for input to the seismic design for those SSCs if needed.

79. General: For the seismic, internal fire, and internal flood analyses, AECL should
calculate the frequencies of all PDSs, not just those that comprise SCD.

AECL Response:
AECL will quantify the fiequencies of all PDSs fromn external events, except for seismic events.
AECL is planning to peifob-m PSA based seismic margin analysis in deriving the plant IICLPF.

80. Section 8.3, Page 8-3: During the fire analysis, xvhy may it be necessary to use
judgement and assumptions to determine cable locations? The NRC staff expects that
the actual cable routing has already been designed and will be used in the PSA.

AECL Response:
The cable routing design is pemformed in thefinal stage of detailed design. It is not considered
practicable that the lesign certification stage of A CR design produces detailed cable r outing
information. Howevei; it is expected that the layout plan for the major cable racewvays, which
shows how the cable traYs are located on divisionl/traini basis, is available when the plant layout
isfixed. Thiefire analji'sis wiill be performed using the layout plan and stpplemyienital assumilptionis
about the some cable r outing. The assumptions incorporated in the fire analysis it'ill be
documented and transferred to the designersforfitrt her use in the design.
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81. Section 8.4.2, Page 8-6: The section states that if a fire could cause several initiating
events, AECL Nvill pick the worst one for further analysis. Define "worst," and justify
why multiple initiators caused by a single fire event will not be addressed.

AECL Response:
The "worst" neans tde highest conditional core daamage probability givenl the external events
induced situation. hlenz the fire cautses muitltiple failutres ofsystemis or eqttipnmelt, tthe w~orst
initiating event is selectedfor developing the accident sequences. Otlher failutres it'ill be
considered as boutndari' conlitions for the initiating events. For examiple, when small LOCA and
loss of offsite power occurs dute to the fire, smiall LOCA will be selectel as the initiating event
andl loss of offsite will be considered as the boundalay conditions for the smiall LOCA event.

82. Section 9.6.1, Page 9-8: How will maintenance-induced floods be addressed in the
PSA? The current AECL approach only considers floods originating from piping failures.

AECL Response:
During the screening analysis, thefloodingf-equency due to the maintenance error is consilered
to be 1. OE-3for each floodinig area considered and thefloodingfrequency, is added to the
floodingfrequency from other causes. For theflooding area not screened out, theflooding du(e
to th/e maintenance error wt'ill be considered as followvs:

1. The maintenance activity that cani cause the flooding will be identiffied. The concern
w% ould be the niaintenance activity that needs isolation offlowz'.

2. For those niaintenance activities, thiefioodiigffrcquencv will be estimated, considering 1)
maintenamiceffrequency, 2) operator error to secure the isolatioi, anid 3) the probability
that the erroneous signal to open the valve occurs.

3. If there is a specific procedurefor securinig the isolation, the operator probability of 0. 01
wtill be used. If zot, that of 0.1 will be used.

4. 0.01 will be ini general usedfor the probability of occurring erroneous signal during
naimitemiance activity, if there is not specific (lesign or administrative provisions to

prevent that.
The flooding duie to mnaintenance will be added in the floodimig frequency for the area and the
flooding scenarios dute to mainitenance will be developed considering the specific conditioni of
theflooding.

83. Section 10.1, Page 10-1: AECL should perform uncertainty calculations for each plant
damage state (PDS), the limited core-damage frequency (LCDF), the severe core damage
frequency (SCDF), the large release frequency (LRF), and the conditional
containment failure probability (CCFP).

AECL Respouise:
AECL agrees to assess the scope of the uncertainty analysis and informn NRC by Aay 17, 2004.
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84. Section 10.1.3.4, Page 10-2: The approach to uncertainty analysis only addresses
parametric uncertainties. What analyses (e.g., sensitivity analyses) wvill be performed to
address modeling uncertainties?

AECL Response:
AECL plauns to peifori-n selective sensitivity analyses for ad(dressing mnodeling uncer-tainties.

85. Section 10.2, Page 10-4: AECL should provide importance measures (Fussell-Vesely
and risk achievement worth) in the PSA documentation.

AECL Response:
AECL will provide iinportan ce measuri-es (Fussell- Vesel' anid risk achievemnent wortll) in the PSA
report.

86. Section 11.2, Page 1 1-1: Please define the term "large release" that wvill be used in the
ACR-700 PSA. Note that the NRC has not formnally issued such a definition (see the
Staff Requirements Memorandum for SECY-93-138, ADAMS Accession No.
ML003761015). However, Appendix A to NUREG/CR-6595, Revision I (issued August
2003 as a Draft for Comment) provides three working definitions of large early release
frequency that could be adapted.

AECL Response:
AECL will r eview Appenldir A of NUREG/CR 6595 Revision 1, to see which wiorkiing defitnition
applies to the A CR definition of a large release. The large r-elease for A CR, w'ill be defined by
May 30, 2004.

87. Section 1 1.4, Page 1-3 and Figure 1-1, Page I 1-6: The methodology presumes that
anticipated transients wvithout scram (ATWS) sequences (PDSO) will have low
frequency, so it is not necessary to address them in the Level 2 PSA. The NRC staff
disagrees; it is essential to obtain risk insights (both Level I and Level 2 PSA) about
ATWS sequences.

AECL Response:
The ACR has 3 automzatic mzeans to shutdown the r eactor. The inldividuhal A TWl'S sequence

frequjtency is mnuch less thani IE-07/yea); conisidering that each s/iutdowt'n system has
uttinavailability less than E-03 a~id the stepback has ani umiavoailability oft/ei o-der of E-02. The
prelinminwat) designi assist A CR PSA workv done to late, derived t/ie suinniedfailur e to s/ihutdown,1
frequencji ,5E-08/A,1/ Becauese t/A CR /zas 3 independlenit niazns to shuttdlotn /tie reactor there
are )107 plaus to analyze the A TWVS event in the Level 2 PSA.
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88. Section 11.6, Pages 11-4 and 11-5: Please clarify what is meant in this section
concerning the development of ACR-relevant failure criteria. The text implies that some
design details needed to develop the failure criteria (and hence, the source terms) are
not readily available. Why not?

AECL Response:
Before the start of tie level 2 PSA, the failure criteria wt'ill be defined. Failure criteria will be
defined for channel disassemlbly, calandria vessel, and calandlria vault breach. This section w'ill
be revisel bhi deleting the above sentence in Section 11.6.

89. Section 11.8, Page 11-5: This section states that "The large release frequency will be
derived by screening the source terms bins against criteria of Section 11.2." However,
Section 11.2 does not provide any screening criteria.

AECL Response:
Section 11.2 wt'ill be revised to describe the screening criteria byt Alay, 30, 2004.

90. Section 11.8, Page 11-5: This section states that "The large release frequency will be
derived by ... identifying the accident with the highest frequency of relevant bins." Please
clarify this statement.

AECL Response:
This section will be expanidlel, to describe the derivation of the large releaseffrequency. AECL
will r espond to ANRC baa M baya 30, 2003 wt'ith the erpantded section.
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